Editor

It cannot be said of many presidents of the Ulster Medical Society that they helped to change the world but if a claim by John Fagan is true then he was one. The pneumatic tyre was patented in 1845 by Robert William Thomson who, despite demonstrating its advantages on heavy horse-drawn vehicles, could not make it a commercial success. John Boyd Dunlop, a veterinary surgeon with a large practice in May Street, Belfast, filed his own patent in 1888 but acknowledged that it was doubtful it was valid when, in 1890, he learnt of Thomson's prior art. The efficiency and comfort of the pneumatic cycle tyre and its success in cycle races lead to a huge demand for it especially after Charles Kingston Welch made it detachable.

Sir Arthur du Cros published a history of the pneumatic tyre in 1938[@b1] and was well placed to do so as he had been a director of the Pneumatic Tyre and Booth's Cycle Agency (his father's company with Dunlop on the Board) and of its successors, the first being the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company. John Fagan (later Sir John Fagan), twice President of the Ulster Medical Society, had suggested that Dunlop's son, Johnnie, should take up cycling as it was an excellent form of exercise. The granite setts in the streets of Belfast made riding on solid tyres a jarring experience and Dunlop began to experiment with non-solid ones, initially filling them with water. Fagan had experience of air mattresses in his medical practice and du Cros states that Fagan frequently claimed to family and friends that he had suggested to Dunlop that he would be better to use air. Du Cros knew Dunlop very well from 1892 onwards and does not record any denial by him which perhaps lends credence to Fagan's claim. Thus Fagan would seem to have had a significant influence on the re-discovery of the pneumatic tyre on which modern road and air transport depends.
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